PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Protec Plastics Cleaner is a special blend of cleaning solvents designed to be non-aggressive to unpainted plastic substrates.
It also contains an anti static additive which reduces the chance of static build up prior to painting.

PRODUCT

Protec Plastics Cleaner  AA-6800

PLASTICS PREPARATION

Thoroughly clean and sand the surface to be painted with AA-6788 Protec Auto Plastics Pre-Clean RFU using a medium grade STARTLINE® abrasive pad. Rinse with clean water and dry.
Re-clean the surface using a clean cloth dampened with AA-6800 Protec Plastics Cleaner, and a clean dry cloth to remove.

Allow 10 minutes before applying Protec Plas Stik Primer (AP-4880 or AP-4990). Please refer to Technical Data Sheet for further information.

All surfaces must be clean, dry and free from any contamination before priming. The use of a clean tack rag is recommended to remove dust from the surface before priming.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Refer to Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for full Health and Safety details, as well as product can labels.